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Abstract.  Research in affective computing and educational technology has 
shown the potential of affective interventions to increase student’s self-concept 
and motivation while learning. Our project aims to investigate whether the use 
of affective interventions in a meta-cognitive tutor can help students achieve 
deeper modeling of dynamic systems by being persistent in their use of meta-
cognitive strategies during and after tutoring. This article is an experience  
report on how we designed and implemented the affective intervention. (The 
meta-tutor is described in a separate paper.)  We briefly describe the theories of 
affect underlying the design and how the agent’s affective behavior is defined 
and implemented. Finally, the evaluation of a detector-driven categorization  
of student behavior, that guides the agent’s affective interventions, against a  
categorization performed by human coders, is presented. 
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1 Introduction 

Research in AIED has taken interest in the potential of using interventions of affective 
nature in intelligent tutoring systems to improve learning [2, 19, 23] and motivation 
[8, 13, 20] and to reduce undesirable behaviors such as gaming [3-5] and undesirable 
affective states such as disengagement [17]. The interventions have been designed to 
either respond to student’ specific behavior [14, 19], or to elicit a certain emotional 
state in the student [9], often by providing cognitive support and scaffolds within the 
learning environment.   

The hypothesis of our project [24] is that affective interventions in a meta-
cognitive tutor can help students achieve robust learning by being persistent in their 
use of meta-cognitive strategies during and after tutoring. In order to test this  
hypothesis, an affective intervention was designed, using an affective learning com-
panion to convey the affective message. This article describes the design of the affec-
tive intervention. In the first section, a three-dimensional design space of affective 
interventions is outlined, along with our choice along each dimension. The second 
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section describes the implementation of the design using categorization of student 
behavior based on log data detectors. The last section describes an empirical evalua-
tion of the classification accuracy.  

2 Design of the Affective Intervention 

2.1 Definition of the Affective Intervention 

Over the past decade, numerous affective interventions have been designed and eva-
luated with respect to alternate techniques in the field of educational technology. In 
order to define a design space of the affective intervention for the AMT project, a 
review of current research was performed.  The design space has three dimensions: 
mechanism for delivery of the affective intervention, timing of the intervention, and 
type of message delivered during the intervention.  We briefly describe each dimen-
sion, then indicate where along it our design falls. 

Mechanism: How Is the Intervention Message Conveyed?  

There are various ways to intervene affectively in tutoring systems, ranging from the 
presentation of an affective message via a user-interface component [2, 19], to the use 
of bio-feedback and affect-sensitive tutors that respond to the user’s emotional state 
[9]. Some results [2,8,12,23] have shown the potential of using pedagogical agents, or 
Affective Learning Companion (ALC), to portray the affective message. These inter-
ventions involve design decisions concerning the different components of a pedagogi-
cal agent that can impact learning, such as the presence of facial expressions or  
deictic gestures [2,14], vocal intonation [6], gender [2,8,16], or ethnicity and student’s 
cultural background [12,19]. 

In this phase of our project affective messages in the form of pop-up text messages 
are provided by a pedagogical agent, represented by an image with neutral facial ex-
pression.  The agent is a humanoid comic-like gendered character, representing a 
student of a similar age to our target population (16-21 yrs olds). This decision took 
into account the results from [12] for the agent’s image type, and [2, 23] where pair-
ing students’ gender to the agent’s gender was found beneficial for user’s self-concept 
and learning. 

Timing: When Is the Affective Intervention Happening in the Learning Process? 

The affective intervention can happen before any tutoring takes place, between learning 
tasks during the tutoring, and at different moments while a learner is performing a  
specific task or learning a specific set of skills.  In order to describe when the affective 
intervention occurs, we first must describe the instruction. 

The AMT software teaches students how to create and test a model of a dynamic 
system. The instruction is divided into three phases: (1) an introduction phase where 
students learn basic concepts of dynamic system model construction and how to  
use the interface; (2) a training phase where students are guided by a tutor and a  
meta-tutor to create several models; and (3) a transfer phase where all scaffolding is  
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removed from software and students are free to model as they wish.  The tutor gives 
feedback and corrections on domain mistakes.  The meta-tutor requires students to 
follow a goal-reduction problem solving strategy, using the Target Node Strategy 
[24], which decomposes the overall modeling problem into a series of “atomic” mod-
eling problems whose small scope encourages students to engage in deep modeling 
rather than shallow guess-based modeling strategies.  Using various measures of 
deep and shallow learning [5], an experiment demonstrated that requiring students to 
follow this strategy during training did indeed increase the frequency of deep model-
ing compared to students who were not required to follow the strategy.  However, the 
effect was not strong, and the amount of deep modeling could certainly be improved.  
The goal of the ALC is to encourage students to do even more deep modeling. 

The pedagogical agent conveying the affective message in AMT intervenes at three 
different moments of software interaction:  

• At the beginning and the end of the introduction: These interventions aim to 
introduce the agent and its role in the instruction, as well as building rapport 
between the student and the ALC which has been shown in [7] to help keep 
students motivated and on task. 

• Between each modeling task in the training phase: The main purpose of these 
interventions is to invite the student to reflect on his/her actions and deci-
sions during the task, as well as maintain the interest of the student. As per-
forming a given task can require from 3 to 15 minutes, the ALC intervenes 
after each task rather than intervening after a pre-defined number of tasks as 
in [1,2,23]. 

• At the end of the training phase: This intervention tries to convince the stu-
dent to persevere in the use of the deep modeling strategy during the forth-
coming transfer phase. 

Type: What Type of Message Is Given/Transmitted During the Intervention? 

Finally, the third dimension of the intervention represents its affective or motivational 
content: what does the ALC say and what emotional tone does it use when saying it?  
Our design is based on the following policies: 

• Baylor and Kim [6] showed that a combination of cognitive and affective  
interventions (the “Mentor”) led to better student self-regulation and self-
efficacy than the presence of either type of intervention alone.  Our meta-tutor 
and tutor already provide cognitive information without affect (like the “Expert” 
of [6]).  To avoid boring redundancy, the ALC presents as little cognitive and 
meta-cognitive content as possible (just enough to maintain context) while  
presenting motivational messages (described below) in a friendly, encouraging 
manner.   

The content of the intervention has been designed to help low-achievers and shallow 
learners get back on track and avoid gaming [3-5, 9, 19], while not interrupting high-
achievers who might not benefit from an affective intervention [2, 19, 23]. It involves 
the following theories: 
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• Dweck’s “the mind is a muscle” theory [10]: the more you exercise your 
mind, the more competent you become.  Before the introduction phase, all 
students read a text introducing this theory.  The between-task interventions 
reinforce the message by mentioning passages of the reading and referring to 
how different activities help to improve the brain’s function. 

• Attribution theory [21]: failures should be attributed to the difficulty of the 
task or lack of preparation, whereas success should be attributed to the stu-
dent’s effort.  

• Theory of reflection [15]: Students have been found to be more receptive af-
ter completing a problem rather than during problem solving [15].  Every 
time a task is finished the ALC invites students to reflect on what they have 
experienced.  It encourages them to replicate the action if it was positive or 
to change the action if it was negative. 

• Use of a meta-cognitive representation of student’s modeling depth [1, 22]: 
Alongside the ALC is a bar showing the depth of the student’s modeling 
while working on the current task. That is, it shows the proportion of student 
actions that were classified as deep, based on the detectors described in [11].  
ALC messages often refer to the modeling depth bar in combination with the 
other theories listed above. 

The following section illustrates how we defined the ALC behavior by using learners’ 
prior interactions with the system.  

3 Implementing the ALC’s Behavior 

While students learn, their motivation and attention to detail can fluctuate. In the con-
text of a problem solving activity requiring modeling skills, the depth of the modeling 
techniques used by students can also vary. The ALC should adapt to these fluctua-
tions, presenting different affective messages depending on the student’s recent beha-
vior.  Simply mapping the student’s behavior onto competence would not suffice, so 
we defined several behavioral classifications such as “engaged,”  “gaming” and “lack 
of planning.”  We then defined log data detectors relevant to each behavioral classifi-
cation.  We also paired affective messages with each behavioral classification.  In 
the first subsection, the detectors that measure the user’s behavior are described. The 
second sub-section then describes the behavioral classification, how they were created 
and how they are mapped to the detectors’ output. 

3.1 How to Detect Shallow Modeling Practices? 

The detectors process a stream of user interface activity (log data) and output beha-
vioral measures.  The detectors require no human intervention and run in real time, 
because they will eventually be used to regulate the system’s responses to the student.  
Our detectors extend the gaming detectors of [4] by including measures relevant to 
depth of modeling and other constructs.  
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Nine detectors were defined.  The first six detectors were based on classifying and 
counting segments in the log, where a segment corresponds roughly to a correct step 
in the construction or debugging of a model. Each segment holds the value of the 
detector that best represents the situation, for example a student showing both a sin-
gle_answer and good_method behavior would be defined as following a 
good_method behavior for this segment. The output per task for each detector is a 
proportion: the number of segments meeting its criteria divided by the total number of 
segments in the log for the task.   Based on an extensive video analysis of student’s 
past actions and HCI task modeling techniques [11], six segmental detectors were 
defined: 

• GOOD_METHOD: The students followed a deep method in their modeling.  
They used the help tools1 provided appropriately including the one for plan-
ning each part of the model. 

• VERIFY_INFO: Before checking their step for correctness, students looked 
back at the problem description, the information provided by the instruction 
slides, or the meta-tutor agent. 

• SINGLE_ANSWER:  The student’s initial response for this step was cor-
rect, and the student did not change it.  

• SEVERAL_ANSWERS: The student made more than one attempt at com-
pleting the step.  This includes guessing and gaming the system. 

• UNDO_GOOD_WORK: This action suggests a modeling misconception on 
the students’ part. One example is when students try to run the model when 
not all of the nodes are fully defined. 

• GIVEUP: The student gave up on finding the answer and clicked on the 
“give up” button. 

A limitation of the above detectors is the inability to distinguish between a student 
trying hard to complete a step but making a lot of errors versus a student gaming or 
guessing a lot. This led to the development of two additional detectors based on earli-
er work in detecting robust learning and gaming [5, 9, 18, 23]: (1) the time spent on 
task and (2) the number of times the learner misused the “run model” button. While 
the former is self-explanatory and commonly used in ITSs, the latter is specific to the 
AMT software. As students construct a system dynamics model, they can reach a 
point where all elements are sufficiently defined to “run the model” (the model is 
correct in terms of syntax) and therefore test whether its semantics corresponds to the 
system they were asked to model. Students clicking on this button before the model’s 
syntax is correct, or clicking repetitively on the model without making changes once 
it is correct in syntax but not in semantics, is considered shallow behavior that shows 
a lack of planning, a lack of understanding of the task to perform, or a tendency to 
guess/game the answer rather than think it through.  

                                                           
1 Two help systems are available to users: (1) referring back to the instructions always available for 

viewing, and (2) looking at the problem situation where all details of the dynamic system to  
model are described. 
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The ninth and last detector is a function of the six segmental detectors.  It is in-
tended to measure the overall depth of the students’ modeling.  Although it is used as 
an outcome measure in the transfer phase, it helps drive the ALC during the training 
phase. It is based on considering two measures (GOOD_ANSWER, VERIFY_INFO) 
to indicate deep modeling, one measure (SINGLE_ANSWER) to be neutral, and three 
measures (SEVERAL_ANSWERS, UNDO_GOOD_WORK, and GIVE_UP) to indi-
cate shallow modeling. 

In order to facilitate writing rules that defined the students’ behavioral category 
(e.g., engaged, gaming, etc.) in terms of the detector outputs, we triaged the output of 
each detector so it reports its output as either low, medium and high.  The rules are 
mostly driven by the values: low and high.  To implement the triage, we collected 
logs from 23 students. For each of the nine detectors, we determine the 33rd and 66th 
percentile points and used them as thresholds.  Thus, for each detector, roughly a 
third of the 23 students were reported as low, as medium and as high.   Because the 
tasks vary in complexity, different thresholds were calculated for each task.   

3.2 From Shallow Learning Detection to the ALC Intervention 

A series of 6 types of ALC behavioral categories were defined using video analysis of 
past user’s actions on software. Human coders reviewed screen-capture videos and 
verbal protocols of a pool of 20 students using the meta-cognitive tutor. Following 
their recommendations and a review of messages transmitted in affective interven-
tions in the literature, the following set of ALC categories was defined: 

• Good Modeling: The students think about their steps, do not hesitate to go 
back to the introduction or the situation to look for answers, use the plan feature judi-
ciously in their creation of nodes, and have a minimum of guessing and wrong actions 
performed on task. 

• Engaged: The students respond by thinking about the problem rather than 
guessing, refer back to the instructions or problem situation when they find them-
selves stuck rather than trying all possible answers. The students take a medium to a 
high amount of time to complete the task, favoring reflection to quick decisions. 

• Lack of Planning: The students answer quickly, relying heavily on the feed-
back given in the interface to get the next steps. While the students sometimes refer to 
instructions and the situation, they only use the features when they are stuck, not 
when planning the modeling activity. 

• Help Avoidance: The students attempt a lot of answers without referring back 
to the instructions or the problem situation. They rarely make use of the information 
filled in the plan tab and try to skip the meta-tutor instructions. Instead of using help 
when they are confused, they spend a lot of time trying to get the interface green or 
give up rather than thinking about the problem. 

• Gaming: The students try multiple possible answers within the interface 
without pausing long enough to think about the problem. They may give up when this 
random guessing doesn't work. They rarely refer to the instructions or the problem 
situation and pay little attention to the plan tab or the meta-tutor instructions. 

• Shallow Modeling (default, not recognized as the above mentioned catego-
ries): The students tend to try several answers on the interface rather than pausing  
and thinking about the problem. They sometimes refer back to the instructions and 
problem situation, but not frequently. 
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Table 1. Examples of ALC intervention between-task 

Behavior Example 
Good Modeling You’re a Green Master! What was your secret? I know… you make your reading 

count and thus your brain is getting rewired. 
Engaged Even though it might take a little bit longer, it is worth it to explore the available 

resources. You are giving your brain a great workout. Look at that green bar! Keep 
up the good work!  

Lack of Planning Going fast is good, but it doesn't always help you reach your potential… Why don't 
you stop and think about what you want to model when you are confused.  To 
make more of the bar green, try re-reading the problem description and noting what 
it asks you to do.  

Help Avoidance It might be worth rereading the problem description and paying more attention to 
the suggestions presented by the pop-up messages.  Our brain needs to engage the 
material deeply so it can create good connections.  That’s how we can get more of 
the bar green! 

Gaming Hmmm! It seems that you need to put quality time into your tasks. Maybe  "trial 
and error" is not always the best strategy.  Although you might move quickly 
through the problem, your brain doesn’t get a workout, and it shows in the length 
of the green bar. 

Shallow Modeling 
(default) 

You are getting there! Look at that bar!  But remember that to strengthen your 
brain you have to engage the problem and all its details. 

Once these six behaviors were defined, human coders applied them to a sample of 
100 tasks and students.  The outputs of the detectors on the sample were obtained, 
and rules were defined to map their values to the behavioral categories.  

Using the theories of affect defined in section 2, ALC messages were created for 
each behavior in order to provide affective support to the learner. A stereotypical 
message was first created, as illustrated in table 1, for each behavior. The research 
group then created many synonymous versions of each message, so that the ALC 
would not repeat itself and thus reduce the student’s perception of the ALC as an 
artificial agent.  A separate message was produced for the first and last task per-
formed by the user in the training phase, in order to introduce and wrap-up the ALC 
interventions. 

4 Evaluation of the Behavior’s Accuracy 

Before working with students, we first tested the detectors and behavioral categorizer 
via test cases. We wrote scenarios of software use that typified each of the six  
behavioral categories.  A member of the research group enacted each scenario, and 
we confirmed that the detector outputs fell in the anticipated range (low, typical or 
high) and that the rules assigned the anticipated behavioral classification. 

The second part of the validation of ALC behaviors involved pilot subjects and 
human coders. Seven college students used the AMT system with the ALC turned on.  
They were asked to speak aloud as they worked.  Their voice and screen were rec-
orded as videos.  A sample video was made from screen recordings.  It included 15 
tasks. Three human coders watched each task, paying attention to the depth of model-
ing shown by the student’s actions.  Independently of what the software chose, they 
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chose the ALC intervention that they felt best matched the student’s modeling prac-
tices. A multi-rater and pairwise kappa was then performed, and showed a sufficient 
level of inter-reliance with a level of .896. 

5 Conclusion and Future Work 

This article described the development of an affective intervention based on an affec-
tive learning companion (ALC) that works with a meta-tutor and a tutor. It described 
the theories of affect underlying the interventions, and how we defined and imple-
mented the ALC’s behavior.  The ALC’s messages were based on deciding which of 
six behavioral categories best represented the student’s work on the most recently 
completed task.  This categorization was driven by log data.  When compared to 
human coders working with screen captures and verbal reports of students, the detec-
tor-driven categorizations agreed with the human coding with a kappa of .896. 

The next step in the research is to measure the benefits of this version of the ALC 
in a two-condition experiment.  One group of students will use the system with the 
ALC turned on during the training phase, and the other will used it without the ALC 
turned on.  We hypothesize that this will cause measurable differences in the depth of 
students’ modeling during the transfer phase.  

The forthcoming evaluation will also have students wear physiological sensors 
while they work so that we can collect calibration data that will be used to supplement 
the detectors’ assessment of the students’ affective state.  This extra information will 
be used to help define affective interventions not only between tasks but also while 
the learner performs on task. 
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